
Our team accepted the 
challenge of turning a 
traditional dinner into an 
unforgettable multi-sensory 
experience, integrating 
gastronomic, visual, and 
acoustic elements for 380 
people.  
Without being the in-house 
company, our client trusted 
that we had the experience 
and infrastructure to 
transform his idea into an 
unforgettable multisensory 
closing gala dinner for 
380 people, integrating 
gastronomic, visual, and 
acoustic elements.

Event
The Encore team worked with our customer for its most important 
dinner of the year—the end-of-year gala for its Latin American property 
owners, partners and senior managers. 

Challenge
Bring the customer’s vision to life for an imaginative dining 
experience. 

Part of the challenge was to choreograph the dining service for the 
380 guests with a precise production experience across a large venue 
and each individual table—merging gastronomy with technology.  

Miguel and the team conceptualized and produced projection 
mapping on 38 individual tables that supported an enticing 
audiovisual production.
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Encore provides end-to-end event solutions that create
immersive and engaging experiences of any size and type,
anywhere your events take you.

Encore Pillars Demonstrated  “We are here to

support the client

and earn their 
trust.”
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• Team breadth of technical expertise
developed a plan based on the customer’s
vision that worked with the venue’s 
infrastructure and rigging points .

• Creation of projection mapping on 38
individual tables that used a single signal
to reproduce content at each table
simultaneously.

Key Solutions UsedSolution
Thanks to our Mexico team’s breadth and technical 
expertise, Encore created a plan to realize the customer’s 
vision.

Miguel and team:  
• Designed the technical needs around the infrastructure 

and rigging points of the venue. 
• Provided a single audiovisual feed that played content 

simultaneously on all 38 tables.

Through close collaboration, it was possible to successfully 
coordinate all those involved across the venue, business 
partners and the production teams to create an inspiring, 
immersive experience for all attendees. 

Result
Through a complex gastronomic journey, the team 
successfully turned a traditional dinner into a memorable 
multi-sensory experience. 

The attendees were impressed, and the “wow” effect the 
customer desired was achieved. Mission accomplished.

https://www.encore-mx.com/solutions/

